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ASSIGNMENT TOPICS 

IV_YEAR/VII _SEM 
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 

Ques.No Reg No Name of the Student Assignment Questions 

1 

922515205001 AASHIKA R 

Discuss with example the role of information system in 
modern competitive business environment. Also explain 
how it transforms organizations and management to 
address the end-user needs? 

922515205007 JEEVABHARATHI R 

2 

922515205002 ATHIRA S K  

Identify FOUR ways to maximize the 

effectiveness of the security awareness training 

programs. 
 

922515205012 KUMARAN K S 

3 

922515205005 GAYATHRI M  

Have you ensured that your work does not 

contain viruses and can be run directly? 
 

922515205014 MOHANKUMAR S 

4 
922515205006 GOBISELVI R  

Define Hacking and Prevention methods. 
 

922515205016 MOHANRAJ R 

5 
922515205008 KALAIVANI S  

Write short notes on properties of Data. 
 

922515205018 NAVEEN B 

6 

922515205009 KARTHIKA S  

Explain the Business Model which implements 

an MIS. 
 

922515205022 POONTAMILSELVAN S 

7 
922515205010 KAVIYA E  

What is cracking? Explain with suitable examples 

 922515205023 PRABHAKARAN G 

8 

922515205011 KOWSALYADEVI V  
What is the difference between application software’s 
and system software’s? 

 
922515205024 PRAVEENKUMAR S 

9 

922515205013 MERLINE PEULA D  
What is e-governance? How is it different from e-
commerce? 

 
922515205025 PRAVEEN KUMAR P 

10 
922515205019 NIVETHA A  

What is knowledge management? What are its 922515205028 RAJA A 



objectives? 

 

11 

922515205020 PAVITHRA M  
What are the different modes of information 
generation? 

 
922515205029 RAJENDRAPRASAD T 

12 
922515205021 POOJA S  

Write short notes on information Economics. 

 922515205030 RAJESH T 

13 

922515205026 PRIYA M  
Can MIS be useful in information organizations? 
Elaborate. 
 

922515205031 RAMANI P 

14 
922515205027 PRIYADHARSHINI S  

How do MIS and DSS differ. 

 922515205034 SAKTHI G 

15 
922515205032 RANJANA R 

 
What do you understand by Business Ethics, Why 
business ethics has become so important today? 

 922515205036 SAMPATH A 

16 

922515205035 SAKTHIDEVI S  
How can an accounting information system provide 
management with information for better decision-
making? 

 
922515205038 SASIANANDHAKUMAR R 

17 
922515205039 SHANTHIYA R  

How can a DSS help make decisions? 

 922515205042 SURIYA V 

18 
922515205040 SNEHA K J 

 
Why should information systems be audited? Enumerate 
useful audit procedures. 

 922515205004 GAYATHRI M 

19 
922515205041 SOMYUUKTHAA V 

 
Using examples compare and contrast expert system and 
DSS. 

 
922515205017 MYNAVATHI R 

20 
922515205043 VARSHA L 

 
Explain how MIS is used in marketing and finance 
department. 

 
922515205044 VIJAYAPRABHA M 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CRYPTOGRAPHYAND NETWORK SECURITY 

ASSIGNMENT TOPICS 

 

Sl. 

No. 
Reg. No. Name of the Student Assignment topics 

1 922515205001 AASHIKA R 
QUESTIONS: 

1. Explain Net Stumbler. 

2. Describe Snort tools and its applications. 2 922515205002 ATHIRA S K 

3 922515205004 
GAYATHRI 

M(20.10.1997) 

QUESTIONS: 
1. Explicate how to provide secure data storage, secure 

data transmission and for creating digital signatures 

(GnuPG). 4 922515205005 
GAYATHRI 

M(23.1.1998) 

5 922515205006 GOBISELVI R 

QUESTIONS: 

1. Briefly define a Group, Ring and field. If every 

element of group G is its own inverse then group G s 

commutative  and Prove it. 

2. Explain RSA algorithm and find the private key of a 

user, if his public key e=21 and n=3599? In RSA 

scheme is an official standard today? 

6 922515205007 JEEVA BHARATHI R 

7 922515205008 KALAIVANI S 

QUESTIONS: 

1. In a Diffie- Hellman key exchange algorithm, let the 

prime number be 353 and one of its primitive root be 

3 and let A and B select their secret key. XA=97and 

XB=233.Compute  the public key of A and B and 

common secret key.  

2. Find the all primitive root of number „25‟ and Find 

3
201 

mod 11. 8 922515205009 KARTHIKA S 

9 922515205010 KAVIYA E 

QUESTIONS: 

1. Explain Diffie Hellman key exchange algorithm with 

an example. Consider a  Diffiehellman       Scheme 

with a common prime q=353 and a primitive root 

α=3. Users A  

and B have private  keys  XA=17, XB=21 respectively. 

 What is the shared secret key K1, K2? 

2. Explain Euclid Algorithm find gcd of 1970 and 1066 

by  

using Euclid Algorithm. Is the two number are relatively  

prime or  not ? 

10 922515205011 KOWSALYADEVI V 



11 922515205012 KUMARAN K S 

QUESTIONS: 

1. Use chinese remainder theorem to solve the 

simultaneous congruence. x≡1 mod p for all      p  ε 

{2,3,5,7}. 

2. Define primitive root and find all primitive root of 

following. 

(a) 25   (b) 19  (c) 15 12 922515205013 MERLINE PEULA D 

13 922515205014 MOHANKUMAR S 

QUESTIONS: 

1. Is it possible to use a hash function to construct a 

block cipher with a structure similar to DES. Because 

a Hash Function is one –way and a block cipher must 

to reversible (to decrypt) how is possible. 

2. What is difference between a message authentication 

code and a one – way hash function? Describe the 

role of a compression function in a Hash function. 

14 922515205016 MOHANRAJ R 

15 922515205017 MYNAVATHI R 

QUESTIONS: 

1. What Requirement was defined for Kerberos? New 

the various servers of Kerberos and explain the duties 

of each server. Write the sequence of message 

exchanges that happens. 

2. Why is the segmentation and reassembly function in 

PGP needed? How does PGP use the concept of 

trust? 

16 922515205018 NAVEEN B 

17 922515205019 NIVETHA A 

QUESTIONS: 

1. Give the format of X.509 certificate showing the 

important element of certificate. Explain the format. 

2. What do you understand by Directory Authentication 

service? Explain with suitable example. 
18 922515205020 PAVITHRA M 

19 922515205021 POOJA S 
QUESTIONS: 

1. What is the major security aspect in the secure 

electronic  mail system? 

2. What entities constitute a full service Kerberos   

environment? 
20 922515205022 

POONTAMILSELVAN 

S 

21 922515205023 PRABHAKARAN G 

QUESTIONS: 

1. State CRT and find X for the given set of congruent 

equations using CRT. 

   X=2(mod3) 

   X=3(mod5) 

X=2(mod7). 

2. Users A and B use the Diffiehellman key exchange 

technique with a common prime q=71, primitive root 

α=7.  If user A  has private key XA=5, what is A‟s 

public key   YA? 

22 922515205024 PRAVEENKUMAR S 



23 922515205025 PRAVEEN KUMAR P 

QUESTIONS: 

1. Users Alice and Bob use the diffiehellman key  

exchange technique with a common prime q=83  and a 

primitive root α=5. 

(i) If Alice has a private key XA=6, what is Alice‟s public 

key YA? 

                 (ii) If Bob has a private key XB=10, what is 

Bob‟s public key YB? 

      (iii) What is shared secret key?  

2. Chinese remainder theorem & find X for the given 

set 

of congruent equations using CRT.  X=2(mod3) 

X=3(mod5) 

 X=2(mod7)   

24 922515205026 PRIYA M 

25 922515205027 PRIYADHARSHINI S 

QUESTIONS: 

1. Encrypt the following using play fair cipher using the 

keyword MONARCHY. 

      “SWARAJ IS MY BIRTH RIGHT”. 

2. What are ANSI X9 Standards? Explain 
26 922515205028 RAJA A 

27 922515205029 
RAJENDRA PRASAD 

T 

QUESTIONS: 

1. Explain PCK , Secure ID and  S/WAN? 

2. When a combination of symmetric encryption and an 

error control code is used for message authentication 

in what order must the two functions be performed. 

28 922515205030 RAJESH T 

29 922515205031 RAMANI P 

QUESTIONS: 

1. Compare the security of Hash function and Message 

Authentication code against Brute force attack and 

cryptanalysis. 

2. Explain ransom ware attack. 30 922515205032 RANJANA R 

31 922515205034 SAKTHI .G 

QUESTIONS: 

1. Encrypt the following using play fair cipher using the 

keyword MONARCHY. 

     a.  “meet me at college” 

     b.  “ balloon” 

     c.  “cryptography and network security” 
32 922515205035 SAKTHI DEVI.S 

33 922515205036 SAMPATH A 

QUESTIONS: 

1. Encrypt the message “PAY” using Hill cipher with 

the following key matrix and show the decryption to 

get the original plain text. 

   17  17  5 

                       k=         21 18 21 

  2    2   9 

 

34 922515205038 
SASIANANDHA 

KUMAR R 



35 922515205039 SHANTHIYA R 

QUESTIONS: 

1. Users Alice and Bob use the diffiehellman key 

exchange technique with a common prime q=13  and 

a primitive root α=5. 

(i) If Alice has a private key XA= 7, what is Alice‟s public 

key YA? 

                 (ii) If Bob has a private key XB=11, What is 

Bob‟s    

public key YB? 

      (iii) What is shared secret key? 36 922515205040 SNEHA K J 

37 922515205041 SOMYUUKTHAA V 

QUESTIONS: 

1. Use chinese remainder theorem to solve the 

simultaneous congruence. x≡1 mod p for all      p  ε 

{9,11,13,15}. 

2. Define primitive root and find all primitive root of 

following.  

(A) 47  (b) 13   (c)11 
38 922515205042 SURYA V 

39 922515205043 VARSHA L 

QUESTIONS: 

1. What happened to the ICMP and logging settings in 

Windows Firewall? 

2. Explain RSA algorithm and find the private key of a 

user, if his public key e=21 and n=3599? In RSA 

scheme is an official standard today? 40 922515205044 VIJAYAPRABHA M 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

DATA WRAEHOUSING AND DATA MINING 

Sl. 
No. 

Reg. No. Name of the Student 
Assignment topics 

1 922515205001 AASHIKA R 

QUESTION NO 1 
Present an example where data mining is crucial to the success 
of a business. What data mining functionalities does this 
business need (e.g., think of the kinds of patterns that could be 
mined)? Can such patterns be generated alternatively by data 
query processing or simple statistical analysis? 

2 922515205002 ATHIRA S K 

3 922515205004 GAYATHRI M(20.10.1997) QUESTION NO 2 
Outline the major research challenges of data mining in one 
specific application domain, such as stream/sensor data 
analysis, spatiotemporal data analysis, or bioinformatics. 

4 922515205005 GAYATHRI M(23.1.1998) 

5 922515205006 GOBISELVI R 
QUESTION NO 3 
Briefly outline how to compute the dissimilarity between 
objects described by the following: (a) Nominal attributes (b) 
Asymmetric binary attributes (c) Numeric attributes (d) Term-
frequency vectors 

6 922515205007 JEEVA BHARATHI R 

7 922515205008 KALAIVANI S 
QUESTION NO 4 
Data quality can be assessed in terms of several issues, 
including accuracy, completeness, and consistency. For each of 
the above three issues, discuss how data quality assessment 
can depend on the intended use of the data, giving examples. 
Propose two other dimensions of data quality. 

8 922515205009 KARTHIKA S 

9 922515205010 KAVIYA E 
QUESTION NO 5 
What are the values ranges of the following normalization 
methods? (a) min-max normalization (b) z-score normalization 
(c) z-score normalization using the mean absolute deviation 
instead of standard deviation (d) normalization by decimal 
scaling 

10 922515205011 KOWSALYADEVI V 

11 922515205012 KUMARAN K S 
QUESTION NO 6 
Briefly compare the following concepts. You may use an 
example to explain your point(s). (a) Snowflake schema, fact 
constellation, starnet query model (b) Data cleaning, data 
transformation, refresh (c) Discovery-driven cube, multifeature 
cube, virtual warehouse 

12 922515205013 MERLINE PEULA D 

13 922515205014 MOHANKUMAR S 
QUESTION NO 7 
The sampling cube was proposed for multidimensional analysis 
of sampling data (e.g., survey data). In many real applications, 
sampling data can be of high dimensionality (e.g., it is not 
unusual to have more than 50 dimensions in a survey data set). 
(a) How can we construct an efficient and scalable high-
dimensional sampling cube in large sampling data sets? (b) 
Design an efficient incremental update algorithm for such a 
high-dimensional sampling cube. (c) Discuss how to support 
quality drill-down given that some low-level cells may be 

14 922515205016 MOHANRAJ R 



empty or contain too few data for reliable analysis. 

15 922515205017 MYNAVATHI R 

QUESTION NO 8 
Given a decision tree, you have the option of (a) converting the 
decision tree to rules and then pruning the resulting rules, or 
(b) pruning the decision tree and then converting the pruned 
tree to rules. What advantage does (a) have over (b)? 16 922515205018 NAVEEN B 

17 922515205019 NIVETHA A 

QUESTION NO 9 
Outline methods for addressing the class imbalance problem. 
Suppose a bank wants to develop a classifier that guards 
against fraudulent credit card transactions. Illustrate how you 
can induce a quality classifier based on a large set of 
nonfraudulent examples and a very small set of fraudulent 
cases. 

18 922515205020 PAVITHRA M 

19 922515205021 POOJA S 
QUESTION NO 10 
The support vector machine is a highly accurate classification 
method. However, SVM classifiers suffer from slow processing 
when training with a large set of data tuples. Discuss how to 
overcome this difficulty and develop a scalable SVM algorithm 
for efficient SVM classification in large data sets. 

20 922515205022 POONTAMILSELVAN S 

21 922515205023 PRABHAKARAN G 
QUESTION NO 11 
Compare and contrast associative classification and 
discriminative frequent pattern–based classification. Why is 
classification based on frequent patterns able to achieve 
higher classification accuracy in many cases than a classic 
decision tree method? 

22 922515205024 PRAVEENKUMAR S 

23 922515205025 PRAVEEN KUMAR P 
QUESTION NO 12 
Both k-means and k-medoids algorithms can perform effective 
clustering. (a) Illustrate the strength and weakness of k-means 
in comparison with k-medoids. (b) Illustrate the strength and 
weakness of these schemes in comparison with a hierarchical 
clustering scheme (e.g., AGNES). 

24 922515205026 PRIYA M 

25 922515205027 PRIYADHARSHINI S 
QUESTION NO 13 
Clustering is recognized as an important data mining task with 
broad applications. Give one application example for each of 
the following cases: (a) An application that uses clustering as a 
major data mining function. (b) An application that uses 
clustering as a preprocessing tool for data preparation for 
other data mining tasks 

26 922515205028 RAJA A 

27 922515205029 RAJENDRA PRASAD T 
QUESTION NO 14 
Data cubes and multidimensional databases contain nominal, 
ordinal, and numeric data in hierarchical or aggregate forms. 
Based on what you have learned about the clustering methods, 
design a clustering method that finds clusters in large data 

28 922515205030 RAJESH T 



cubes effectively and efficiently. 

29 922515205031 RAMANI P 
QUESTION NO 15 
Describe each of the following clustering algorithms in terms of 
the following criteria: (1) shapes of clusters that can be 
determined; (2) input parameters that must be specified; and 
(3) limitations. (a) k-means (b) k-medoids (c) CLARA (d) BIRCH 
(e) CHAMELEON (f) DBSCAN 

30 922515205032 RANJANA R 

31 922515205034 SAKTHI .G 

QUESTION NO 16 
Traditional clustering methods are rigid in that they require 
each object to belong exclusively to only one cluster. Explain 
why this is a special case of fuzzy clustering. You may use k-
means as an example 32 922515205035 SAKTHI DEVI.S 

33 922515205036 SAMPATH A 
QUESTION NO 17 
Give an application example where global outliers, contextual 
outliers, and collective outliers are all interesting. What are the 
attributes, and what are the contextual and behavioral 
attributes? How is the relationship among objects modeled in 
collective outlier detection? 

34 922515205038 SASIANANDHA KUMAR R 

35 922515205039 SHANTHIYA R 

QUESTION NO 18 
Adapt a simple semi-supervised method for outlier detection. 
Discuss the scenario where you have (a) only some labeled 
examples of normal objects, and (b) only some labeled 
examples of outliers. 

36 922515205040 SNEHA K J 

37 922515205041 SOMYUUKTHAA V 

QUESTION NO 19 
Clustering is recognized as an important data mining task with 
broad applications. Give one application example for each of 
the following cases: (a) An application that uses clustering as a 
major data mining function. (b) An application that uses 
clustering as a preprocessing tool for data preparation for 
other data mining tasks 

38 922515205042 SURYA V 

39 922515205043 VARSHA L 

QUESTION NO 20 
Data cubes and multidimensional databases contain nominal, 
ordinal, and numeric data in hierarchical or aggregate forms. 
Based on what you have learned about the clustering methods, 
design a clustering method that finds clusters in large data 
cubes effectively and efficiently 40 922515205044 VIJAYAPRABHA M 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



GRID AND CLOUD COMPUTING 

Sl. No. Reg. No. Name of the Student Assignment Topics 

1 922515205001 AASHIKA R 

QUESTION NO 1 
Compare the similarities and differences between traditional 
computing clusters/grids and the 
computing clouds launched in recent years. Consider all technical and 
economic aspects as listedbelow. Answer the following questions 
against real example systems or platforms built in recentyears. Also 
discuss the possible convergence of the two computing paradigms in 
the future. 
a. Hardware, software, and networking support 
b. Resource allocation and provisioning methods 

 

2 922515205002 ATHIRA S K 

3 922515205004 GAYATHRI M(20.10.1997) 

QUESTION NO 2 
Briefly define the following basic techniques and technologies that 
represent recent related advancesin computer architecture, parallel 
processing, distributed computing, Internet technology, 
andinformation services: 
a. High-performance computing (HPC) system 
b. High-throughput computing (HTC) system 
c. Peer-to-peer (P2P) network 
d. Computer cluster versus computational grid  

 

4 922515205005 GAYATHRI M(23.1.1998) 

5 922515205006 GOBISELVI R 

QUESTION NO 3 
Briefly define the following basic techniques and technologies that 
represent recent related advancesin computer architecture, parallel 
processing, distributed computing, Internet technology, 
andinformation services: 
a. Service-oriented architecture (SOA) 
b. Pervasive computing versus Internet computing 
c. Virtual machine versus virtual infrastructure 
d. Public cloud versus private cloud 

6 922515205007 JEEVA BHARATHI R 

7 922515205008 KALAIVANI S 

QUESTION NO 4 
Briefly define the following basic techniques and technologies that 
represent recent related advancesin computer architecture, parallel 
processing, distributed computing, Internet technology, 
andinformation services: 
a. Radio-frequency identifier (RFID) 
b. Global positioning system (GPS) 
c. Sensor network 
d. Internet of Things (IoT) 
e. Cyber-physical system (CPS)  

8 922515205009 KARTHIKA S 

9 922515205010 KAVIYA E 

QUESTION NO 5 
Circle only one correct answer in each of the following two questions: 
1. In the 2009 Top 500 list of the fastest computer systems, which 
architecture dominates? 
a. Symmetric shared-memory multiprocessor systems. 
b. Centralized massively parallel processor (MPP) systems. 
c. Clusters of cooperative computers. 
2. In a cloud formed by a cluster of servers, all servers must be 
selected as follows: 

10 922515205011 KOWSALYADEVI V 



a. All cloud machines must be built on physical servers. 
b. All cloud machines must be built with virtual servers. 
c. The cloud machines can be either physical or virtual servers. 

11 922515205012 KUMARAN K S 

QUESTION NO 6 
An increasing number of organizations in industry and business sectors 
adopt cloud systems. 
Answer the following questions regarding cloud computing: 
a. List and describe the main characteristics of cloud computing 
systems. 
b. Discuss key enabling technologies in cloud computing systems. 
c. Discuss different ways for cloud service providers to maximize their 
revenues. 

 
12 922515205013 MERLINE PEULA D 

13 922515205014 MOHANKUMAR S 

QUESTION NO 7 
Briefly answer the following questions on virtualization levels. 
Highlight the key points and identifythe distinctions in different 
approaches. Discuss their relative advantages, shortcomings and 
limitations. 
Also identify example systems implemented at each level. 14 922515205016 MOHANRAJ R 

15 922515205017 MYNAVATHI R 

QUESTION NO 8 
Explain the differences between hypervisor and para-virtualization and 
give one example VMM(virtual machine monitor), that was built in 
each of the two categories. 

16 922515205018 NAVEEN B 

17 922515205019 NIVETHA A 

 
QUESTION NO 9 
Install the VMware Workstation on a Windows XP or Vista personal 
computer or laptop, and theninstall Red Hat Linux and Windows XP in 
the VMware Workstation. Configure the network settingsof Red Hat 
Linux and Windows XP to get on the Internet. Write an installation and 
configurationguide for the VMware Workstation, Red Hat Linux, and 
Windows XP systems. Include any troubleshootingtips in the guide. 

18 922515205020 PAVITHRA M 

19 922515205021 POOJA S 

QUESTION NO 10 
Compile a table to compare public clouds and private clouds in each of 
the following four aspects.Also identify their differences, advantages, 
and shortcomings in terms of design technologies andapplication 
flexibility. Give several example platforms that you know of under 
each cloud class. 
a. Technology leveraging and IT resource ownership 
b. Provisioning methods of resources including data and VMs, and 
their management 
c. Workload distribution methods and loading policies 
d. Security precautions and data privacy enforcement 

20 922515205022 POONTAMILSELVAN S 



21 922515205023 PRABHAKARAN G 

QUESTION NO 11 
Describe the following techniques or terminologies used in cloud 
computing and cloud services.Use a concrete example cloud or case 
study to explain the addressed technology. 
a. Virtualized data center 
b. Green information technology 
c. Multitenant technique 

22 922515205024 PRAVEENKUMAR S 

23 922515205025 PRAVEEN KUMAR P 

QUESTION NO 12 
Consider two cloud service systems: Google File System and Amazon 
S3. Explain how they 
achieve their design goals to secure data integrity and to maintain 
data consistency while facing the programs of hardware failure, 
especially concurrent hardware failures. 

24 922515205026 PRIYA M 

25 922515205027 PRIYADHARSHINI S 

QUESTION NO 13 
Explain the differences in the following two machine recovery 
schemes. Comment on their implementationrequirements, 
advantages and shortcomings, and application potential. 
a. Recovery of a physical machine failure by another physical machine 
b. Recovery of a VM failure by another VM 26 922515205028 RAJA A 

27 922515205029 RAJENDRA PRASAD T 

QUESTION NO 14 
Consider the following list of resources allocation, code files, data 
transfers, and computation tasksperformed in typical grid 
experiments. You are asked to execute a typical job on a 
computationalgrid that is available to you. Discuss the resource items 
that are controlled by the grid resourcemanagement system on your 
platform. Either the Globus GT4 or the CGSP are candidate systemsto 
use. 
a. Starting, monitoring, and controlling the execution of the resultant 
processes 
b. Putting and getting files 
c. Relevant load information: current load and queue state 
d. Resources allocated to network transfers 
e. Resources with advance reservation 
f. Network characteristics and load 
g. Relevant load information: available space and bandwidth 
utilization 
h. Versioned source and object codes 

28 922515205030 RAJESH T 

29 922515205031 RAMANI P 

QUESTION NO 15 
Briefly specify the functionality of the software modules GRAM, 
Nexus, GSI, MDS, and GASSimplemented in the Globus GT-4 
middleware library. Try to illustrate an example application inusing 
each of the five functional modules. 30 922515205032 RANJANA R 

31 922515205034 SAKTHI .G 

QUESTION NO 16 
Circle only one correct answer in the following question related to the 
use of GT4 or CGSP middlewaretools for grid computing. Justify why 
you chose your answer. Repeat the question for thosefeatures that 
are not supported by CGSP. 
a. Grid workflow with WSRF support 
b. JSDL job submission and legacy job execution using General Running 
Service 
c. Heterogeneous integration using virtual database and virtual table. 
d. Multi-Local Scheduler support including PBS, LSF, and Condor 

32 922515205035 SAKTHI DEVI.S 



33 922515205036 SAMPATH A 

QUESTION NO 17 
This is a survey report about all the P2P grids or volunteer computing 
grids that can manage to joinas contributing hosts. Compare the 
relative performance of all the volunteer grids you have used.Discuss 
their strengths and weakness in hardware capabilities, software 
support, and middlewareservices provided 34 922515205038 SASIANANDHA KUMAR R 

35 922515205039 SHANTHIYA R 

QUESTION NO 18 
Visit the Google App Engine (GAE) web site, download the SDK, and 
read the Python Guide orthe Java Guide to get started. Note that GAE 
only accepts Python, Ruby, and Java programminglanguages. The 
platform does not provide any IaaS services. 
a. Develop a specific cloud application using available software 
services such as Gmail, Docs, orCRM on the GAE platform. Test your 
applications on the GAE platform. 
b. Report your application development experience and experimental 
results in terms of some 
selected performance measures such as job queuing time, execution 
time, resource utilization 
rate, or some QoS attributes such as goal achievement, success rate, 
fault tolerance, and costeffectiveness. 
c. Change the program size or data set size and platform configuration 
to study the scalability andefficiency issues in your GAE experiments. 

36 922515205040 SNEHA K J 

37 922515205041 SOMYUUKTHAA V 

QUESTION NO 19 
Visit the Microsoft Windows Azure Developer Centre. You can 
download the Azure developmentkit to run a local version of Azure. 
Design an application experiment and test it on a local computer,such 
as your desktop, or a notebook computer, or a university workstation 
or server. Reportyour experiment experiences in using the Azure 
platform. 

 

38 922515205042 SURYA V 

39 922515205043 VARSHA L 

QUESTION NO 20 
Twister K-means extends the MapReduce programming model 
iteratively. Many data analysistechniques require iterative 
computations. For example, K-means clustering is the application 
wheremultiple iterations of MapReduce computations are necessary 
for overall computation. Twister is anenhanced MapReduce runtime 
that supports iterative MapReduce computations efficiently. For this, 
study the iterative MapReduce programming model and learn how to 
implement theK-means algorithm with Twister. 

40 922515205044 VIJAYAPRABHA M 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SOFTWARE TESTING 

Sl. No. Reg. No. Name of the Student Assignment topics 

1 922515205001 AASHIKA R 

QUESTION NO 1 
You are to write a program that adds two two-digit integers. Can you 
test this program exhaustively? If so, how many test cases are 
required? Assuming that each test case can be executed and analyzed 
in one second, how long would it take for you to run all tests?  

2 922515205002 ATHIRA S K 

3 922515205004 GAYATHRI M(20.10.1997) 

QUESTION NO 2 
We argued that the number of defects left in a program is 
proportional to the number of defects detected. Give reasons why this 
argument looks counter intuitive. Also, give practical reason why this 
phenomenon causes problems in testing 

4 922515205005 GAYATHRI M(23.1.1998) 

5 922515205006 GOBISELVI R 

QUESTION NO 3 
Write a simple factorial and sum of positive integers program and try 
to take care of as many valid and invalid conditions as possible. 
Identify what test data would you use for testing program. Justify your 
answer. 

6 922515205007 JEEVA BHARATHI R 

7 922515205008 KALAIVANI S 

QUESTION NO 4 
Consider the simple C program of standard deviation (mentioned in 
Software Testing Principles and Practices). It has consciously been 
seeded with defects. If you were asked to perform white box testing 
on this program, identify some of the defects in the program. Also, list 
the methodology you used to identify these defects. 
 

8 922515205009 KARTHIKA S 

9 922515205010 KAVIYA E 

QUESTION NO 5 
.For the program of standard deviation draw the flow graph and hence 
calculate the cyclomatic complexity of the program. 

10 922515205011 KOWSALYADEVI V 

11 922515205012 KUMARAN K S 

QUESTION NO 6 
Consider the C program for deleting an element from a linked list. 
Suggest a set of test data to cover each and every statement of the 
program. 
 

12 922515205013 MERLINE PEULA D 

13 922515205014 MOHANKUMAR S 

QUESTION NO 7 
Write a simple biggest among three numbers and reverse the string 
program and try to take care of as many valid and invalid conditions as 
possible. Identify what test data would you use for testing program. 
Justify your answer. 
 14 922515205016 MOHANRAJ R 



15 922515205017 MYNAVATHI R 
QUESTION NO 8 
Discuss the pros and cons of function coverage with other forms of 
coverage. 
 16 922515205018 NAVEEN B 

17 922515205019 NIVETHA A 

QUESTION NO 9 
Consider the parts of code segment actually written by two students 
for date validation ( refer Software Testing Principles and Practices 
book). The two students used two different approaches as given in the 
code segments 6a and 6b. Which of these two would you think is 
easier from a white box testing perspective? Which of the techniques 
of white box testing discussed would be most relevant to apply for 6a 
and which for 6b? How would you improve the effectiveness of the 
code in terms of susceptibility to defects in either case or ability to 
detect defects more easily? 
 

18 922515205020 PAVITHRA M 

19 922515205021 POOJA S 
QUESTION NO 10 
. Explain the significance of System Testing 

20 922515205022 POONTAMILSELVAN S 

21 922515205023 PRABHAKARAN G 

QUESTION NO 11 
Write a simple matrix multiplication program and try to take care of as 
many valid and invalid conditions as possible. Identify what test data 
would you use for testing program. Justify your answer. 

22 922515205024 PRAVEENKUMAR S 

23 922515205025 PRAVEEN KUMAR P 

QUESTION NO 12 
 In problem 6b (refer Software Testing Principles and Practices book), 
the test data presented in table P1 was used to test the leap year part 
of the validation. Calculate the various coverage factors for this test 
data for the leap year part of the code. 
 

24 922515205026 PRIYA M 

25 922515205027 PRIYADHARSHINI S 
QUESTION NO 13 
Elucidate the types of functional testing 
 

26 922515205028 RAJA A 

27 922515205029 RAJENDRA PRASAD T 

QUESTION NO 14 
Consider the C program for deleting an element from a linked list. 
What are the boundary value conditions for that example? Identify 
test data to test at and around boundary values. 

28 922515205030 RAJESH T 

29 922515205031 RAMANI P 
QUESTION NO 15 
Elaborate the types of non functional testing 
 

30 922515205032 RANJANA R 

31 922515205034 SAKTHI .G 
QUESTION NO 16 

Write the list of possible test cases for the form 

Name    

Password 

For Name Field the form accepts Aplhanumerals, 
32 922515205035 SAKTHI DEVI.S 



No Special characters and No Symbols 

For Password Field the form accepts the character * 

and No of characters = 6-8. 

 

33 922515205036 SAMPATH A 
QUESTION NO 17 
Explain in detail about defect analysis in coin problem. 

34 922515205038 SASIANANDHA KUMAR R 

35 922515205039 SHANTHIYA R 

QUESTION NO 18 

Discuss in detail test adequacy criteria and control flow 

graphs. 

 36 922515205040 SNEHA K J 

37 922515205041 SOMYUUKTHAA V 
QUESTION NO 19 

Explain configuration testing and compatibility testing, 

and how to implement in a real time IT Industry 

 
38 922515205042 SURYA V 

39 922515205043 VARSHA L 
QUESTION NO 20 

Discuss in detail about Web Site testing and explain the 

obstacles while implementing this concepts.  
40 922515205044 VIJAYAPRABHA M 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


